Norma: A Serious Opera In Two Acts
Regiment Vocal Score (The Daughter of the Regiment Opera in Two Acts) French and English
#2400 The pirates of Penzance; or, The slave of duty. An entirely original comic opera in two acts
NORMA LIBRETTO ITALIAN ENGLISH (G. Schirmer’s Collection of Opera Librettos) Norma
(Ricordi Opera Vocal Score Series) Carmen: Opera in Four Acts La Sonnambula: An Opera In
Three Acts. As Represented By Mme. H. Sontag At Niblo’s, Jan. 1853. [authorized Edition]...
Carmen: Opera in Four Acts [Vocal Score] Faust: Opera in Four Acts (Vocal Score) Romeo and
By Benjamin Britten. Edited By Imogen Holst and Martin Penny. For Choral, Orchestra, Voice (Vocal
Score). Bh Stage Works.